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Post-Event Report 
 

Event          " ETHNIC DAY “ 

Topic         DIWALI CELEBRATION 

Organizer         Art ‘N’ Culture Society 

Date              9 /11/ 23 

Time             11:00 

Duration             2 hours 

Place/Platform         College Premises 

Number of Participants - 

Guest Speaker/Trainer       NA 

Welcome Speech      Anchor - Parth Gupta  

Introduction to the Speaker       NA 

Activities: These following societies of our college did their duties very well to make the event a 

success.  

    ‘MUSOC’ - Like always, this time too; the group performance of our Music Society was 

still the best of all.  

    Such amazing vocals and tone with a proper control over high notes with a creative addition of 

various instruments like dholak, guitar etc. made everyone vibe like never before. This time, they 

came up with a wonderful jamming session named "Jaam-E-Melody" in collaboration with the 

Nepathya - the dramatics society of our college which was such an astonishing masterpiece. Not 

only this but some students of the Musoc society performed solo too. The best part of the 

melodious Music performances is that, it really makes us feel more connected with others; 

especially when we dance together.  

    

     Art n Culture society too organized the ‘Hunar-e-Mehfil’ event in which the stage was open 

for all the students. 

 

  ‘MAGUS’ - The western dance society did their stunning group performance in the very 

starting of the event. Their graceful moves and choreography of each and every step made 

everyone footing by creating such an excited atmosphere. 

     Except for the western group dance performance, their members too performed the 

impressive solo performance which showed their dedication towards their skill. 



 

  ‘IMPASTO’, Our artists did a great job as a background worker to make Diwali celebration 

more beautiful and photogenic. Our art society decorated the wall with beautiful handmade 

flowers and various creative things like sketches. 

       The best part was the photobooth took the attention of the all to click magnificent pics. 

 

  ‘NZM’ - The poetry society did some beautiful shayaris too which added a spice to the event. 

 

    ‘Photobug’, Happy times come and go but a photograph keeps a moment from running 

away. Our talented photographers did a great job to click the unforgettable memories.     

      Everyone was too excited for the Group Photo’ of the entire college wearing such beautiful 

and colourful ethnic clothes. 

 

Main Ideas: The main idea of the event was to promote the culture and to flaunt our Indianness 

on the auspicious occasion of Diwali. There should be celebrations like this so that people who 

are so much influenced by the western culture will never go far away from our culture or 

traditions. 

We all should be very proud of our culture! 

Vote of thanks Convener Dr. Amarjeet Kaur 

Feedback: Everyone enjoyed a lot on ethnic day wearing such colourful and bright clothes. The 

excitement level could be seen easily on each and every student. Smiles and laughter everywhere 

with a lot of incredible performances. The group photo was the best part as in the future we will 

definitely get a smile on our faces whenever we see these happy and energetic faces. These small 

things give us a chance to enjoy life with friends and make life worth living. This is how we can 

connect to our tradition’s beauty and culture as in ethnic we all look so good which make us 

proud of our Indian culture. This event not only gave us a chance to witness the graceful talents 

of our cultural society but other talents too in the Hunar-e-Mehfil where students performed at 

open mic showing various cultural performances, shayaris, poetry, rapping etc.  

        These amazing cultural events should be done in college from time to time to sharpen the 

skills of talented students and to encourage others to be confident and work on their skills.   

This Diwali, let’s connect to our culture and traditions more. 
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Signature:    

Name: Dr. Amarjeet Kaur  

(Convenor) 


